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• Survey to Business Owners – October/November 2020
o COVID-19 has financially impacted businesses
o Questioning urgency of project
o Project impact to businesses already struggling
o Impact duration

• District working to mitigate concerns
o Night work
o Traffic/Detour routes
o Parking
o Scheduling alternatives, minimize construction duration
o Construction sequencing

Main Street Business Survey Results
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• Growing concerns; aging infrastructure
and potential for failure

• Water System Master Plan 2013
o Number 1 priority based on risk
o 100+ years old

• Sewer Interceptor Evaluation 2017
o 50+ years old

• Preliminary Engineering Reports 2017
o USDA-RD Funding Application

• Town of Plymouth Stormwater Preliminary
Engineering Report

o 85+ years old
o EDA Funding Application – Pending

Project Background
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Health and Sanitation
• To ensure safe drinking water supply
• Upsizing to meet fire protection standards
• To maintain effective wastewater collection,

conveyance, treatment and disposal
Aging Infrastructure
• Water Main – 1910-1940
• WWTP and Interceptors – 1968-1988
• Town Stormwater – 1930’s
Reasonable Growth
• Increase capacity and renew condition

Need for Improvements
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Why Now?
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Infrastructure in Disrepair
• Failed valves & piecemeal repairs
• Sewer infiltration and inflow
High Risk-Large Impacts

• Pipe breaks cause long term disruption to
businesses, parking, and traffic

• Old sewer along Pemigewasset River risks
environmental impact

• Drainage: sinkholes, washouts
USDA Funding
• Grant deadlines – 2022 & 2023



Severity of Breaks
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Why Now?
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“The break caused schools
to close, activated a fire

alarm at Rounds Hall on the
college campus and

required other businesses to
conserve water over the

weekend.”

“Plymouth State College
evacuate about 3,000

students last night in the
wake of a water

emergency”



Overview of Infrastructure Improvements
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Main Street Focus
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Water Main Replacement

Storm Drain Replacement



Utility Construction
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Cured In Place Pipe Lining (CIPPL) Construction
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Schedule Overview
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Apr
2021

May
2021

Jul
2021

Fall
2021

Completion
of Final
Design

Project
Bid
Phase

Award of
Project
To General
Contractor

Construction
Begins

Jun
2023

Construction
Complete

Public
Meeting

Public
Meeting

Public
Participation,
Small Group
Meetings
– Old North
Main
– North Main
– South Main
– High St to
Highland
– South Main
– Highland to
Warren

Nov 2020 -
Jan 2021

Feb
2021

Jul
2021

FUNDING
DEADLINE



Challenges Ahead
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Public
Participation

Impacts on
Residents &
Businesses

Impacts
on Traffic

• Physical Inspections of Sewer Connections
• Coordinate Possible Stormwater Connections
• Potential Follow Up Public Meetings

• Temporary Water Services
• Reconnecting Sanitary Sewers
• Minimize impact on driveways, store access, and parking
• Potential night construction

• One lane traffic on streets during excavation
• Possible street detours and alternative routing
• Emergency vehicles routes will not be impacted
• Maintain pedestrian access



Potential Night Work
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Traffic Control
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Detour Plans
• Alternating detour

route
• Routes change based

on progressing work
zone

• Permanent truck
detour

(non-local)

(non-local)



Potential Parking Partnerships
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Parking Inventory
• Alternate downtown

parking marked
• PSU parking available

during school breaks
• Coordination with private

parking
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Public Outreach



Question
• When and what type of construction will

be on Main Street?

Answer
Go to project website:
https://www.pvwsd.org/project/main-st-
water-and-sewer-improvements
There will be links for:
• Complete project schedule
• 2-week look ahead schedule
• Project map
• What type of construction
• Contact with the project team
• Submit questions or comments
• Emergency contact

FAQ – Construction
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Question
• How will I know there is construction work

on a street?

Answer

FAQ – Construction
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• Will the contractor block my driveway? • Contractor will be letting residents and
businesses know when they will be
working in front of their driveway. It will
only be for a short period of time.
Special access needs will be
accommodated.

• Contractor to provide construction signs
and electronic message boards, in
addition to the schedule provided on
project website



Question
• The contractor is working in the sidewalk.

Why are they disturbing my property?

Answer
• In most cases, the sidewalk area is still

Town property and sometimes it needs to
be disturbed in order to complete the
work or for material storage. Sidewalk will
be restored to pre-construction
conditions or better.

FAQ – Construction
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• Will Main Street get new pavement? • All of the streets will get either new trench
pavement or full width surface
pavement.  Roadways will be restored to
pre-construction conditions or better.



Question
• If new sewers are being installed on Main

Street, can I still flush my toilet and
shower?

Answer
• During a building’s sewer service

replacement, interruptions may last for a
few hours while final reconnection
occurs. 24-hour notice in advance will be
provided.

FAQ – Construction
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• If new water mains are being installed on
Main Street, will I be without water?

• A temporary water main and services will
be provided. There may be cases when
final connections are made with
interruptions up to a few hours. Special
needs will be accommodated. 24-hour
notice in advance will be provided.



Question
• Will my water meter be replaced?

Answer
• Owners can reach out to the District to

evaluate if a meter replacement is
desired.

• The District may reach out to select
properties on meter replacements.

FAQ – Construction
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• Will my sewer or water lateral be
replaced during construction?

• The contractor will replace pipe to the
curb stop (water) or property line (sewer).



Question
• How will customers continue to have

access to my business if Main Street is
inaccessible?

Answer
• Continuous alternating traffic will be

maintained for the duration of all Main
Street construction.  Sidewalk access will
be maintained.  Night work is being
considered in areas.

FAQ – Businesses
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• Where will my customers park if street
parking is obstructed due to
construction?

• A parking inventory of all available public
parking space around Main Street will be
available, and the District is looking to work
with the private owners and PSU to identify
additional opportunities.



Question
• There are a lot of events in Downtown

during the Summer, what will happen
during construction?

Answer
• All work will be suspended on Holidays.

Town and PSU officials have identified
several annual events, as well.

FAQ – Businesses
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• Explain how an alternating traffic detour
works?

• A flagger or uniform officer will stop traffic
in one direction and let cars in the other
direction travel through the job site. Once
traffic has slowed in one direction, the
flow of traffic is flipped.



• Let us know if you have any questions!

Questions
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Public Outreach


